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The exploitation of the full structure of multimode light fields enables compelling capabilities in
many fields including classical and quantum information science. We exploit data-encoding on the
optical phase of the pulses of a femtosecond laser source for a photonic implementation of a reservoir
computing protocol. Rather than intensity detection, data-reading is done via homodyne detection
that accesses combinations of amplitude and phase of the field. Numerical and experimental results
on NARMA tasks and laser dynamic predictions are shown. We discuss perspectives for quantum
enhanced protocols.

Reservoir computing is a supervised machine learning
approach to time series processing, rooted in recurrent
neural networks [1, 2]. Inspired by the brain mechanisms,
many interconnected artificial neurons process input in-
formation and display an internal memory. Recurrent
neural networks are then suitable for temporal tasks such
as speech recognition [3, 4], but at the expense of being
hard to train. All the weights of the networks need in-
deed to be trained using backpropagation through time
[5], a time-consuming and not always converging, proce-
dure [6]. Differently, in the reservoir computing (RC) ap-
proach only the weights of the output layer are trained to
process information [7, 8]. Those architectures are com-
posed of three elements: an input layer to inject the data
into the system, a reservoir composed of a large number
of neurons (or nodes) randomly connected, and an out-
put (or reading) layer to extract the information from
the reservoir. Under certain conditions on the reservoir,
training the output layer with a simple linear regression
can be sufficient [1, 8].

In this paper, we present the design of a reservoir com-
puting protocol using a single non linear node with de-
layed feedback as in [9]. While recent works have suc-
cessfully implemented reservoir and neuromorphic com-
puting via the frequency components of optical frequency
combs [10–12], here we exploit the time features, i.e. the
pulses basis, of an optical frequency comb as nodes of
the reservoir. Moreover coherent homodyne detection is
used, so that information can be encoded in the phase
components of the field rather than its intensity or ampli-
tude. We show that despite a small number of nodes and
a low non-linearity, our protocol has good performances,
displaying both nonlinear memory and forecasting ca-
pabilities. Our system builds on the notion that optical
pulses can be used to build spiking reservoirs [13, 14] and
that phase encoding for information injection can yield
to better performance in photonic reservoir computers
[15, 16].

Optical based computing [17] might be able to
give speed or energy-efficiency benefits over electronics.

Among the peculiar features of optical systems for com-
puting, time and frequency multiplexing can be exploited
in our system. In addition, the large signal-to-noise ratio
characteristics of the detection pave the way for quantum
protocols [18] by exploring quantum features of the op-
tical states. Recently demonstrated frequency and time-
multiplexed quantum platforms [19, 20] can then be ex-
ploited in promising protocols [21, 22].
In a delayed feedback RC architecture, the reservoir is

composed of virtual neurons distributed in time in a feed-
back loop [9] and only one neuron is accessible at a time.
Each neuron is separated from the others by a time in-
terval θ. In the following, we consider V neurons labeled
by j. The time-span of the reservoir, τ , is equivalent to
its size. It is given by τ = V θ.
To process a time sequence u(t), the signal is sampled
according to uk = u(t = kTs), where Ts is the sampling
time and k ∈ [1 : L], with L the length of the input se-
quence. Each data point uk is distributed on every node
in the time-span of the reservoir. As illustrated in Fig. 1
(input layer), this is achieved by applying a mask func-
tion m(tj) to uk. This mask is composed of V individual
steps of duration θ so that mj = m(tj = jθ) [23].
The state of neuron rj,k, corresponding to the jth node
for the data point k, at time tj = kτ + jθ, is given by
a non-linear function of the sum of input data and the
previous state of the reservoir rj,k−1. The specific de-
scription of our reservoir system is detailed later in Eq.
4.
The state of the reservoir is extracted at the output layer
yk, given by a simple linear combination of the reservoir
neuron values:

yk = WT
outrk, (1)

where rk is the vector of V neurons (measured signals),
Wout is the vector containing the output weights, and T
stands for the transposition of the vector column.
To perform the supervised training, a set of data of
length Ltrain is taken. The reservoir states rk and the
target data ŷk for the full set of training data are re-
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grouped in the vectors R = (r1, · · · rLtrain
) and ŶT =

(ŷ1, · · · , ŷLtrain
). The training procedure is then reduced

to the inversion of a matrix so that W⋆
out, the trained

set of output weights, is given by W⋆
out = ŶR−1. Note

that in practice more complex transformations are used,
such as Ridge regression [1], to prevent the protocol from
overfitting. The accuracy of the training is assessed on a
new set of data, called test-set, of length Ltest. It is given
by computing an error function such as the normalized
root mean squared error, or a correlation coefficient such
as Pearson coefficient.

As previously mentioned, in this work, the reservoir is
composed of a succession of laser pulses. The informa-
tion is encoded in the phase of each pulse and extracted
using homodyne detection. In the following, we derive
the expressions corresponding to the experimental con-
figuration presented in Fig. 1.

To describe the experiment, let us start with the
expression of the electric field of one pulse given by

E
(+)
pulse(t) = E0a(t)e−iω0t. Even though a high bandwidth

detector is used to measure the field pulse by pulse, this
detector is not fast enough to resolve the pulse shape. In
addition, one data point is taken for each pulse. Thus,
we consider that each pulse has some average amplitude
a. The information, i.e the input data, can be encoded
in the two degrees of freedom of the pulses, their ampli-
tude or their phase. In [21], Nokkala et. al. investigated
several RC protocol architectures with different encoding
for the input data. In particular, encodings into the am-
plitude or the phase of a coherent state were compared.
They demonstrated numerically that phase encoding can
lead to better performance. Therefore, using the fact
that under certain conditions the laser field can be as-
similated to a coherent state, we choose to encode the
information in the phase of the pulses. Hence, the field
of the jth pulse at the time step k is multiplied by a
phase term containing the injected data at step k and
the measurement done at step k − 1 according to

E
(+)
j,k = E0a exp [i(βmjuk + αMk−1,j)] , (2)

where E
(+)
j,k is the complex field amplitude of the pulse

at time tn = kτ + jθ. As shown in the experimental
scheme in Fig. 1, data mjuk are summed to homodyne
measurements Mk−1,j at step k− 1 via a mixer, in order
to provide memory to the system. The gain parameters α
and β are set by electronic transfer functions and can be
used to optimize the protocol. The homodyne detection
measurementMk,j of the node j at time step k, providing
the necessary non-linearity for the protocol to work, is
then given by:

Mk,j = C sin(βmjuk + αMk−1,j), (3)

where C is a constant depending on the detector charac-
teristics and the experimental conditions.

In order to create links between the virtual nodes of the
reservoir, we use the finite bandwidth of the system. As

it will be detailed later, the homodyne detector has a re-
sponse time that is a bit slower than the pulse repetition
rate corresponding to the node separation (θ = Tr ≃ 6.4
ns). The bandwidth of the detection determines the pa-
rameter TBW of the protocol. In addition, low-pass fil-
ters can be added after the detector to reduce even more
the effective bandwidth TBW and tune the parameter
Tr/TBW . This ratio determines the corresponding graph
connectivity of the reservoir [24]. Consequently, the mea-
surement of the node j at time step k is given by

Mk,j ≃ C sin(ϕk,j−1)e
−Tr/TBW

+C sin(ϕk,j)(1− e−Tr/TBW )

ϕk,j = βmjuk + αMk−1,j

(4)

From equation (4), we see that each node is connected
to a few previous nodes with different strengths. Those
connections depend on the ratio Tr/TBW . Changing this
ratio modifies the influence of a given node on the future
ones.
The scheme of the experimental setup is further illus-

trated in Fig. 1. As usual in homodyne detection, the
field from the laser is split into two, a weak beam, the
signal, and a strong beam, the local oscillator (LO). The
phase encoding is achieved using an electro-optic modu-
lator (EOM) on the signal arm. By applying a voltage
to this modulator, the phase of each pulse can be mod-
ified to encode the information. This EOM is driven
from a computer via an arbitrary waveform generator
(AWG). For simplicity, we decided to implement the feed-
back electronically as in [9] and not optically as in [25].
An optical feedback would require an optical loop. Such
loops are usually built using fiber elements, which are
not easy to handle with femtosecond pulses, mainly due
to chromatic dispersion. As long delays are difficult to
handle in free space, we have chosen the electronic feed-
back. This is achieved by first detecting the electric field
after the encoding via an homodyne detection, which is
equivalent to measuring the nodes of the reservoir. The
detection is performed by a home-made high-bandwidth
balanced detector. Its bandwidth is approximately 100
MHz and details about this detector can be found in [26].
To create the links between the nodes, a low pass filter
is introduced after the detection (TBW ≃ 21ns). After
detection, the measured signal is split in two. A small
part is gathered for off-line processing and the other part
is sent in a long coaxial cable to create the feedback loop
that provides the reservoir memory. The delayed signal is
finally mixed with the input signal from the AWG to be
sent to the EOM, creating the feedback loop. At the time
of the experiment, the longest cable in the lab with suffi-
ciently low losses could only handle a delay corresponding
to V=35 nodes thus defining the size and corresponding
maximum memory available to the RC system.

To characterize the computing abilities of the setup,
we first report the results for an academic benchmark,
namely the NARMA (Nonlinear AutoRegressive Moving
Average) task. It involves predicting the next output
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Figure 1. Experimental scheme of the delay-based reservoir computing architecture. The optical field generated by
a Ti:Sa laser is separated in two. The weak beam, the signal, is sent into an electro-optic modulator (EOM) controlled by an
arbitrary waveform generator (AWG). Information is encoded in the phase of each pulse by applying a voltage to the EOM.
The strong beam, the local oscillator, is sent into a pulse shaper to match the dispersion introduced by the EOM on the other
arm. Both beams are combined on a 50-50 beam-splitter and detected by a high bandwidth balanced detector. After low pass
filtering, to control the parameter TBW , the signal is sent into a long coaxial cable to create a delay. A part of this signal
is then mixed with the input data to create the feedback. The other part of the signal is acquired to proceed to the off-line
training of the output weights. Optical and electronic pulses are represented in red and black, respectively.

value in a sequence based on a non-linear combination
of past output values and input data. It is defined by
[27, 28]

y(t) = 0.3y(t− 1) + 0.05y(t− 1)

t∑
i=t−N

y(i)

+ 1.5u(t− 1)u(t−N) + 0.1, (5)

where the input u is taken from a uniform random
distribution in the interval [0, 0.5]. The parameter N
determines how many time steps in the past of inputs in
u influence the current output y. The drawn sequence
u is used as the input to our reservoir, which is then
trained on the corresponding target output y. The
performance of the protocol is evaluated by the Pearson
correlation coefficient between the NARMA-N value y
and the predicted value ȳ.

As shown in Fig. 2, for a small value of input delay
parameter (N = 2) the experimental RC protocol can
approximate the target data. The accuracy of the ap-
proximation decreases monotonically for higher values of
N as shown in Fig. 3 (solid line). In addition to the
optical experimental protocol, we performed numerical
simulations. They are run according to Eq. (4), given
the known characteristics of the experiment (e.g. detec-
tion noise, sampling rate in acquisition). We find that the
performances of the experimental setup are qualitatively
similar to the simulated ones, see dashed black line in Fig.
3. The discrepancies between experiment and simulation
may be due to the presence of other experimental noise
sources, such as phase drifts, not accounted for in the
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Figure 2. Experimental prediction of NARMA-2 func-
tion. The protocol was trained on 2250 input data and tested
on 600.

numerical simulations. It is also worth mentioning that
the α and β parameters can be finely tuned in the sim-
ulation while in the experiment the α parameter was set
with an electronic attenuator that didn’t allow fine tun-
ing, therefore we couldn’t reach identical (α, β). Even
though a quantitative agreement is not possible, the nu-
merical simulations allows us to estimate the impact of an
increasing reservoir size. The red line in Fig. 3 indicates
that the error in the NARMA-N task is greatly reduced
when the number of nodes is increased to 100. Similar
trends can be expected to happen if the reservoir size
could be increased in the experimental implementation.
To give an example of a practical application of this

machine learning protocol, following the idea of [29, 30],
we aim to predict the dynamics of the fluctuations of
the laser studied in [31]. It was demonstrated that the
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Figure 3. Pearson correlation coefficient as a function
of the input delay parameter N . Experiment (solid line)
and simulation (dashed line) were trained on 2250 input data
and tested on 600. Black lines correspond to the experimen-
tal and numerical results for 35 virtual nodes. Increasing the
number of nodes to 100 (red) reduces the error. The simula-
tions have been performed for α = 0.7 and β = 1.0.

amplitude and phase noises are mainly induced by the
pump laser intensity noise. Consequently, in this section,
we try to predict the power δϵ and central frequency δωc

fluctuations from the intensity noise of the pump laser.
As we aim to predict the intensity related dynamics,

the intensity fluctuations of the pump power are used as
input data. They are measured with a photodiode from
a leak in the laser cavity. The output data, used as tar-
get, are the fluctuations of each laser variable, measured
using the experimental scheme described in [31]. Those
quantities are recorded simultaneously. Each acquisition
is composed of 10000 data points. We take 8000 data
points to train the reservoir. The 2000 remaining points
are used as a validation set to see how well the algorithm
performs.
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Figure 4. Performance of the protocol on laser dynam-
ics prediction. The input data used for the training are the
fluctuations of the pump laser power. The laser power fluctu-
ation is in red and the central frequency fluctuation in yellow.

The mean power noise and the center spectrum, pre-
dicted after training from the pump laser fluctuations to-

gether with the expected signal are presented on Fig. 4.
It can be seen that the experimental prediction is close
to the real measured noise in both cases. Given these
positive results, one could think of an active stabiliza-
tion of the laser using the reservoir computing approach
combined with a feedback control loop.

In conclusion we implemented an optical reservoir com-
puting protocol exploiting the pulse basis of an optical
frequency comb. The use of a homodyne detection for
readout allowed us to encode the information in the phase
of the coherent states. This experimental proof-of con-
cept has a relatively small number of virtual nodes and
a single hardware node that operates in a low nonlinear-
ity regime, yet is proven to perform non-trivial compu-
tational tasks. This work paves the way toward more
refined protocol with an all-optical configuration.
Moreover, recent work in the squeezing generation at high
repetition rate [19] could be used to implement a quan-
tum reservoir computing protocol with a scheme similar
to the one of this article. The use of quantum states
and the spectral multimode nature of our frequency comb
could be harnessed to improve the computational capac-
ity of our protocol as suggested in [22].
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